2019 SPRING BREAK SAFARI
SCAVENGER HUNT*
BLUFF V EW

HUNTER MUSEUM OF
AMERICAN ART
QUESTIONS
Exterior
1. Stand in the middle of this sculpture and look up; Floating above you elements of life to create a
magical space
2. Different shapes and colors piled on top of another; Forming the shape of an animal about to
become a mother
3. Money may not buy happiness, but this dancing couple seems pretty cheery dancing on a bag of
currency
4. One two three strikes for baseball; Stand next to the catcher and you can feel tall
5. Going down for a dip, moving together so smooth; All the beat of a jazz groove
Interior
1. An ambition describes an idea we hope to someday accomplish; A boy dressed with cane glasses
and hat shows us his grown up wish
2. As water becomes ice and a man glides over the scene, this blend of photography and technology
makes an artwork that looks like a dream
3. Mighty falls famous world wide; This lucky ground gets to sit just by the waterside
4. A rainbow of colors dazzle with sight and sound; This larger than life suit is designed to dance
around
5. Strong things can come in small packages as this worker certainly proves; A sculpture of a man
dressed in workpants and a heavy mallet tells us more
* Scavenger Hunt is available any time of year. Prizes are only available
during the 2019 Spring Break Safari promotion March 9-April 7, 2019.
Prize: Show all interior photos to someone at the ticket desk and get your prize.
Interior: 1) Thomas Sully's Juvenile Ambition/Gallery 1 2) Kahn and Selesnick's Currency Balloon/Gallery 18 3)
Victor De Grailly's Niagara/Gallery 6 4) Nick Cave's Soundsuit/Gallery 18 5) Max Kalish's Worker at Rest with
Sledgehammer/Gallery 15 East Wing
Exterior: 1) Broward Hatcher's Sanctuary/outdoor sculpture garden 2) Alexander Calder's Pregnant
Whale/outside entrance 3) Tom Otterness's Free Money/outside entrance 4) John Dreyfuss's Full
Count/outdoor sculpture garden 5) Red Grooms' Lindy Hop/outdoor sculpture garden

ANSWERS

